In this article we study reverse order laws for generalized inverses and re¯exive generalized inverses of the products of multiple matrices e 1 Y F F F Y e n and the products of generalized inverses and re¯exive generalized inverses of e n Y F F F Y e 1 . By applying the multiple product singular value decomposition, we obtain necessary and sucient conditions for one side inclusion relation of reverse order law for generalized inverses, and necessary and sucient conditions of reverse order law for re¯exive generalized inverses. Ó
Introduction
Theory and computations of generalized inverses of matrices are important subjects in many branches of applied science, such as matrix analysis, statistics and numerical linear algebra [1, 2, 8, 9] . The concept of generalized inverses of a matrix has a long history. The most commonly used de®nition of generalized inverses was introduced by Penrose in [7] , now is known as the Moore±Penrose conditions, which is a matrix X satisfying some of the following four equations:
www.elsevier.com/locate/laa 1 Partly supported by NNSF, P.R. China. E-mail: mwei@math.ecnu.edu.cn in which f r denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix B. Let Y T g f1Y 2Y 3Y 4g. Then eg denotes the set of all matrices X which satisfy i for all i P g. Any P eg is called an g-inverse of A. One usually denotes any f1g-inverse of A as e 1 or e À which is also called a g-inverse of A. Any f1Y 2g-inverse of A is denoted by e 1Y2 or e À r which is also called a re¯exive g-inverse of A. The unique f1Y 2Y 3Y 4g-inverse, or the Moore±Penrose pseudo-inverse of A is denoted by e . In this paper we also use the following notation. g mÂn denotes the set of m by n matrices of complex entries, s s n denotes the identity matrix of order n, 0 mÂn is the m by n matrix with all zero entries ( if no confusion occurs we will omit the subscript). For a matrix e P g mÂn , ranke is the rank of A, Re and Ne are respectively the range space and the null space of A. Notice that for given matrix A, the Moore±Penrose pseudo-inverse e is unique, while the number of other kind of generalized inverses of A is in general in®nite. Greville [5] ®rst studied the Moore±Penrose pseudo-inverse of the product of two matrices A and B, and gave a necessary and sucient condition for the reverse order law ef f e . Since then, more equivalent conditions for ef f e have been discovered, and reverse order laws for g-inverses and re¯exive g-inverses of two-matrix product have also been discussed in the literature. Shinozaki and Sibuya [10, 11] studied reverse order laws for g-inverses and re¯exive g-inverses. Let A and B be given matrices with AB meaningful and g f1g or g f1Y 2g. For given generalized inverses e g and f g , they obtained some sucient conditions under which the relation f g e g P efg holds. Theory for reverse order laws ff1gef1g eff1g and ff1Y 2gef1Y 2g eff1Y 2g are more dicult problems. Shinozaki and Sibuya [10] proved that one side inclusion relation eff1Y 2g ff1Y 2gef1Y 2g always holds. Werner [14, 15] obtained equivalent conditions for one side inclusion relation ff1gef1g eff1g. Wei [13] , De Pierro and Wei [4] , respectively, derived necessary and sucient conditions for the reverse order laws ff1gef1g eff1g and ff1Y 2gef1Y 2g eff1Y 2g by applying the product singular value decomposition (P-SVD) of the matrices A and B, and so eventually solved these problems.
On the other hand, the reverse order law for the Moore±Penrose pseudoinverse of multiple matrix products was considered by Hartwig [6] and Tian [12] for three and n matrices, respectively. To our knowledge, reverse order laws for g-inverses and re¯exive g-inverses of multiple matrix products have not been studied yet in the literature.
In this paper we will discuss reverse order laws for g-inverses and re¯exive ginverses of multiple matrix products. We will apply the multiple singular value decomposition (multiple P-SVD) of products of multiple matrices to study these problems. The multiple P-SVD was discovered by De Moor and Zha [3] , as mentioned in the following lemma. Lemma 1.1 (Multiple P-SVD [3] ). uppose tht e j P g m j Âm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n with n P 2 n integerF hen there exist n 1 nonEsingulr mtries j P g mjÂmj with j 1Y F F F Y n 1D suh tht for j 2Y F F F Y nD in whih eh s denotes n identity mtrix with noted dimension if the noted numer is greter thn zeroD or is nught when the noted numer is zeroF
Remark. In [3] the matrix h n has the form To simplify notation and discussion in this paper, we describe Lemma 1.1 which is dierent from one in [3] . We replace n1 in [3] by diag 1 Y F F F Y n Y s m n1 Àrn n1 and replace h n in [3] by one appeared in (3) with j n.
Based on the multiple P-SVD of n matrices e 1 Y F F F Y e n , we can describe structures of any g-inverses e j À and re¯exive g-inverses e j À r for j 1Y F F F Y n, f À and f À r with f e 1 Y F F F Y e n in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2. uppose tht e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n nd the multiple Eh of e j re given in @PA±@QAF hen ny e 1 Á Á Á e n À P e 1 Á Á Á e n f1gY e j À P e j f1g for j 1Y F F F Y nD respetivelyD hve the following formsX
in whih s 12 21 22
in whih pq nd j pq re ritrry mtries hving noted dimensionsF purtherE moreD ny e j À r P e j f1Y 2g for j 1Y F F F Y n nd e 1 Á Á Á e n À r P e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2gD respetivelyD hve the forms
where nd j hve the sme forms s in (5) nd (6) in whih
be a g-inverse of e j . Then from Lemma 1.1, should satisfy h j h j h j . Let j qp be partitioned conforming with the partition of h j as in (3) where the row and column partitions of and h j should be exchanged. Then from h j h j h j Y j should have the form as in (6) . Furthermore, if j1 À1 j is also a re¯exive g-inverse of e j , then from h j Y j pq should also satisfy (8) . The proof for the structure of is similar. Ã The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will discuss necessary and sucient conditions for e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g; in Section 3 we will discuss necessary and sucient conditions for e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g; in Section 4 we will discuss necessary and sucient condition for e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g; in Section 5 we will conclude the paper with some remarks and further research.
Necessary and sucient conditions for
In this section we will derive necessary and sucient conditions for one side inclusion relation e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g. In terms of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we now present the following result.
Theorem 2.1. vet the integer n P 3F uppose tht e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n nd let the multiple Eh of e 1 Á Á Á e n e s in @PA nd @QAF hen e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1gD if nd only if one of the following ondiE tions holdsX
Proof. xeessity. In the expressions of j in (5)±(6) for j 1Y F F F Y n we use j s to denote a special choice of j in which we set all sub-matrices j s kl 0 except those identity matrices:
For given integers iY j with 1 T i`j T n, we take 
is a g-inverse of e 1 Á Á Á e n , then should have the same form as appeared in (4) 
and so n1 À1 1 P e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g, proving the suciency part. Ã Now we state the equivalent conditions for e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g.
Theorem 2.2. vet the integer n P 3F uppose tht e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n nd let the multiple Eh of e 1 Y F F F Y e n e s in @PA nd @QAF hen the folE lowing onditions re equivlentX i e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1gY ii a r
Proof. (i) @A (ii). The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is proved in Theorem 2.1.
(ii) @A (iii). From the multiple P-SVD of e 1 Y F F F Y e n mentioned in Lemma 1.1,
So the equivalence between (ii)-(a) and (iii)-(a) is obvious.
From the above identities, for
conforming with the partition of the rows of h i1 in (2)±(3):
Then it can be shown that
We thus complete the proof of the theorem. Ã Remark. Notice that when n 2, the conditions in (9) reduce to the following conditions
which are exactly the same conditions obtained in Theorem 2.1 of [13] . So the results obtained in this section are generalization of those in [13] .
3. Necessary and sucient conditions for e (n) {1,2}Á Á Áe
In this section we will derive necessary and sucient conditions for one side inclusion relation e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g. In light of Section 2, we only need to separately consider the cases listed in (9) because e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g.
Theorem 3.1. vet the integer n P 3F uppose tht e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n nd let the multiple Eh of e 1 Y F F F Y e n e s in @PA nd @QAF sf r 1 n 0D then e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2gY if nd only if there exists n integer p with 1 T p T nD suh tht r p 0F
Proof. uffiieny. If there exists an integer p with 1 T p T n such that r p 0, then e p 0 and so e p f1Y 2g f0g because ranke p ranke p À r , and so e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g f0g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g.
Obviously i 1 1, and for all p 2Y F F F Y n, 1 T i p T p and i pÀ1 T i p . Furthermore, for some p if i p`p , then i pÀ1 i p .
Notice that from the de®nitions of i 1 Y F F F Y i n and the expressions of j appeared in (5)±(6), for each j 2Y F F F Y n we have
is an r ij j Â r i jÀ1 jÀ1 matrix, and
For each j 2Y F F F Y n, in (6) we choose a special form for j such that all submatrices j pq 0 except
and those identity matrices. We also choose 1 s r 1 0 0 0 X Then it is not dicult to verify that
With the de®nitions of i 1 1Y i 2 Y F F F Y i n and the expressions of (15), we can choose
T P e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g f0g. So when r 1 n 0 and r p b 0 for all p 1Y F F F Y n we have e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g T e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2g. Ã Now we consider the second case in (9)-(b) and we have the following result. Theorem 3.2. vet the integer n P 3F uppose tht e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n nd let the multiple Eh of e 1 Y F F F Y e n e s in @PA nd @QAF sf r Proof. xeessity. Under the conditions of the theorem, the matrices j for j 1Y F F F Y n have the forms as in (13) . We consider the following three cases.
Case (a): r 2 Á Á Á r nÀ1 r n 0. This is the ®rst condition (16)-(a). Case (b): r 2 b 0. In this case we will show r 
Case (a). If r 2 Á Á Á r nÀ1 r n 0, then from (13) and (17), These are exactly the same conditions derived in [4] . So the results in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 generalize those in [4] . By applying the results of Section 3 and Corollary 9 of [11] , we have the following equivalent results.
So for any integer n P 2, the assertion is true and the equivalence between (i) and (ii) is proved. The equivalences between (ii), (iii) and (iv) are proved in Theorem 3.3. Ã
Concluding remarks
For given matrices e j P g mjÂm j1 for j 1Y F F F Y n, in this paper we have derived equivalent conditions for one side inclusion relation of g-inverses e n f1g Á Á Á e 1 f1g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1g
and equivalent conditions for reverse order law of re¯exive g-inverses e n f1Y 2g Á Á Á e 1 f1Y 2g e 1 Á Á Á e n f1Y 2gY
by applying the multiple P-SVD of the matrices e 1 Y F F F Y e n . Therefore in this paper we have established reverse order law for re¯exive g-inverses of multiple matrix products and partially established reverse order law for g-inverses of multiple matrix products. Equivalent conditions of one side inclusion relation remains an open problem for further investigation.
